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Founder
From Our
Dear friends, 

At the end of December, we were closing in on 10,000 dogs rescued since our beginning 
in 2007. Hard to believe! It has been a backbreaking, often distressing journey, yet the 
most deeply rewarding experience of a lifetime. None of our successes have come easy; 
but we are on our feet, going strong, with much work yet to be done. 

Over the previous seven years, we accomplished so much; but we grew so fast—from 
caring for a few dogs in my backyard to housing a hundred at a time in our Peyton 
kennel and a hundred more in foster homes—that most of the time we scrambled to 
keep our heads above water. There were just so many dogs that needed us! 

Last year, we were finally able to take a deep breath and a hard look at all of the processes 
involved in moving our precious survivors from their cages at the mills and into loving 
homes. We asked ourselves: How could we work smarter to help the dogs and advance 
our mission?

So, 2014 was the year of making things better, not bigger. We improved our long-term rehabilitation program for fearful dogs, streamlined 
our adoption program, grew our outreach through social media and made some necessary upgrades to our kennel facility. You’ll see 
several other examples in this report.  

While we rescued slightly fewer dogs, what isn’t reflected is that we negotiated some of them out of truly horrific conditions. That matters 
so much to us. And, we rescued many seniors with complex health issues that required more time, care and resources. 

Thankfully, our incredible volunteers kept everything humming along, as they continue to do each and every day. I am deeply humbled 
and extremely proud to have such a committed and passionate group of people working right alongside me. There is simply no way we 
would be here without their undying dedication. Because of them, thousands of dogs that once had hopeless futures are instead living 
as cherished family members across the entire nation. 

Along with our volunteers, supporters like you are vital to our ongoing success. With your continued encouragement and friendship, we 
will be right here loving and caring for our puppy mill survivors until the very last day that we are needed.  

With immeasurable gratitude,

Theresa Strader
Executive Director
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statement
Mission
To rescue, rehabilitate and rehome discarded breeding dogs and to  
educate the general public about the cruel realities of the commercial 
dog breeding industry.

We are a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization located in Peyton, Colo. 

Why We do What We do

National Mill Dog Rescue was established in 2007 in honor of a 
forgiving, courageous little Italian greyhound named Lily.

For the first seven years of her life, Lily was a commercial breeding dog in a 
Missouri puppy mill. She lived in a small, cold wire cage in a dark, foul-smelling 
barn. In her dreary confines, she was forced to produce litter after litter without 
reprieve. A veritable breeding machine, Lily’s worth was measured in only one 
way—her ability to produce puppies.

By the age of 7, Lily was worn out. Years of no veterinary care had taken a 
devastating toll on her body, leaving her profoundly disfigured. Minimal human 
contact also had a disturbing effect on her. She was terrified of people. 

After four decades of using dogs for profit, it was time for Lily’s breeder to 
retire. Lily, along with all 560 other dogs from her mill, headed to auction. 

Responding to an email plea for help with the dogs from this auction, Theresa 
Strader, a lifelong rescuer, offered her assistance. As she recalls: “At that time, I 
didn’t even know dog auctions existed, but I was determined to help. Although 
I knew what the term ‘puppy mill’ meant, I could never have imagined what I 
would witness and learn on that rescue journey.

“On Feb. 17, 2007, I arrived at the auction. I followed the crowd into the first 
building, where approximately 100 dogs were housed. Within moments of 
entering, much like the dogs in front of me, I was overcome with sadness and 
despair.” 

In this dismal, putrid building, Strader laid her eyes on Lily for the first time. 

Lily was plastered in the back corner of her cage, terrified of the goings-on 
around her. Her auction tag, No. 251, hung from her neck. The toll the years had 
taken on this little dog were unimaginable. She was riddled with mammary 
tumors, and her lower jaw had rotted away. Quietly approaching the cage, 
Strader whispered this promise: “I will take you from this hell and love you ‘til 
you die.”   

In that moment, National Mill Dog Rescue was born. Strader returned home 
with Lily and a dozen other dogs and an unwavering passion to make a lasting 
difference for the dogs held captive by this industry.

Lily never left the loving care of the Strader family. Succumbing to the years 
of neglect she had suffered, she died peacefully in her daddy’s arms in May 
2008—15 months after she was rescued.

Top: Lily at auction—No. 251—the day Theresa Strader met her. 
Left: Lily basked in the love of her forever family.

Lily
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Summary2014
dogs adopted

Average per month: 60
Adopted: 724  
Average time from arrival to adoption: 11 weeks

 

education and outreach
Off-site adoption fairs: 61
School and other programs: 18
Media outreach: 15
Website: www.milldogrescue.org
Social Media:  
 facebook.com/nationalmilldogrescue: 302,462 likes
 twitter.com/milldogrescue: 15,200 followers
 pinterest.com/milldogrescue: 5,755 followers
 youtube.com/milldogrescue: 2,833,207 views

Volunteers
95 percent volunteer-based
341 foster homes
1,135 individuals registered
36,312 hours recorded

trip Logistics
2 rescue vans  
14 round trips @ $2,500 each 
60 or more dogs per trip
21,460 miles traveled 

dog statistics
Brought to our kennel: 704  
Arranged for transfer to network parters: 678
Total rescued: 1,382

dogs rehabilitated
Typical number at the kennel: 93
Typical number in foster care: 100
Dog food: $65 per day
Kennel expenses: $11,000 per month

Veterinary Care
Average per-dog cost of basic care: $240
Spay/neuter surgeries: 704
Extensive dentals: 251
Specialized care: 233 @ $9,680 per month

Cupid easily settled in with his 
new dad on adoption day
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National Mill Dog Rescue is the leading organization in the country devoted exclusively  
to rescuing puppy mill survivors. We are a private nonprofit, relying on donations for 
everything we do.  

Over the past eight years, we have grown from the original group of three committed 
individuals—Theresa Strader, Richard Strader and fellow-rescuer Helen Freeman—to 
an established, respected organization whose day-to-day operations are handled by 
hundreds of dedicated volunteers. We employ the equivalent of only 12 full-time 
employees, most of whom are direct caregivers to our dogs.   

From 2007 through 2014, we rescued 9,782 dogs from puppy mills throughout the  
Midwest and as far east as Virginia. For all of these dogs, we provided extensive medical  
treatment, rehabilitation, socialization and adoption services, with a goal of preparing 
every one of them for life in a loving home.

Our long-range goal is to have the financial resources to continue to care for this 
population of dogs for 25 years and beyond. We work tirelessly to educate the public 
about the cruelty of commercial dog breeding, particularly in the thousands of sub-
standard, large-scale operations. We stand firmly opposed to the mills and the pet 
stores and Internet sellers that front for them. We strongly encourage and support 
rescue and shelter adoptions. 

rescue 
In 2014, our rescue teams saved 1,382 dogs from the mills. We brought 704 home to our Peyton kennel for rehabilitation and adoption  
and managed logistics for 678 to be transported to approved shelters and rescue groups in our small but well-established network 
of friends. These groups honor our policy of returning to us any dog that they determine needs more rehabilitation than they are 
able or qualified to provide. 

A typical rescue trip involves a three- to six-day journey covering 1,500 to 4,000 miles across several states. Last year, an average 
of 50 dogs were rescued and transported to our kennel on a total of 14 trips. Another eight rescues were planned by our team and 
carried out either by us or the receiving shelters’ teams. 

Our rescue teams are extremely proficient at keeping the dogs safe and comfortable during travel and are able to provide basic medical  
care when necessary. Occasionally, they will visit a veterinary clinic along the road if a dog needs more skilled attention. The safety and 
well-being of the dogs on board is of utmost concern to our rescuers. 

We worked directly with 155 commercial breeders last year. The majority were located in Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Arkansas and 
Nebraska. Two additional breeders within our home state of Colorado were added to the list. 

About 10 percent of the breeders we have observed do provide a high standard of care for their dogs. Located mostly in Kansas 
and Colorado, these breeders turn over to us dogs that are in good condition both physically and mentally. They limit their total 
number of dogs, do not cage them 24/7, provide socialization, regular veterinary care, and do not breed during every heat cycle. The 
care these dogs have received is entirely obvious once they are in our hands. 

From there, care varies widely and drops dramatically. Suffice it to say that in 21st-century America, there should be no place for the 
inhumanity that is prevalent in 90 percent of this industry.  

While we wish we could rescue many more dogs, we know our limitations. We adhere to a strict policy of not overcrowding our kennel  
facility. Doing so would jeopardize the well-being of the dogs already in our care and overburden our most valuable asset—our 
volunteers. As well, because we serve a difficult population of dogs and are careful to place them in only the most appropriate 
homes, we take substantially more time in rehabilitation and adoption screening than would be required for dogs that are already 
adjusted to family life. 

Who we areNMDR
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arrives at Lily’s Haven unsocialized and 
terrified, and is carried inside by rehab 

team members Amber (L) and Terese (R).

arrives at Lily’s Haven unsocialized and 
terrified, and is carried inside by rehab 

team members Amber (L) and Terese (R).
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animal Care 
Intake
In 2014, we continued to update our intake process to make it more efficient. Several teams 
are involved in this critically important activity.  

Our rescue team begins assigning intake numbers and collaring the dogs while still  
on the road, as each one is loaded into our vehicles. Upon arrival at the kennel, our  
offloading team, numbering 20 or more volunteers, is ready to welcome the new-
comers with open arms. Within 30 minutes of arrival, the dogs are placed in kennel runs 
with food, fresh water, a bed and blanket—many experiencing these basic comforts for 
the first time in their lives. 

Any dogs requiring immediate medical attention are transported by assigned volunteers 
to Powers Pet Emergency in Colorado Springs. 

To give the dogs time to acclimate to their new surroundings, we typically wait until 
the day after arrival to finish the intake process. Then, our intake team takes them 
through various stations, where they are named, photographed and documented. 
Next, they are examined, vaccinated, dewormed and heartworm-tested by our 
veterinary team.

Then, bathing and grooming commences. Our grooming team works magic with 
many of our new guests. It is a joy to see the contentment and beauty of these animals 
begin to emerge when years of filth are washed away. 

Intake day is a very busy and happy time as we watch the transformations begin.

In the days following rescue and intake,  
the veterinary team undertakes spay/  
neuter surgery, microchipping, treat-
ment for severe dental disease and  
a multitude of other necessary proce-
dures, including but not limited to:  
mammary tumor removal, hernia 
repairs and eye and ear procedures. 

Top left: Tiny dog No. 55 now has a 
name: Hudson.

Top right: Volunteer John takes Zena 
through intake with Helen Freeman 
and Theresa Strader.

Center: Kim Lehmann hands Nellie 
to a volunteer upon arrival at Lily’s 
Haven.

Left: Covered in mats and filth when 
rescued, Dennis received a bath, a 
shave and a sweater.
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rehabilitation
Most discarded mill dogs are 6 to 10 years old, have had minimal veterinary care and limited socialization with humans. Nevertheless, 
the great majority are amazingly forgiving and resilient. Once they receive the medical care they need and learn the trust of a loving 
hand, most are ready to move on to lifelong homes. The average time they spent with us last year was only 11 weeks. In many shelters 
that would be considered a long stay, but for a population of dogs that has endured such prolonged neglect, it is a relatively short 
time to heal.   

About 20 percent of our dogs do suffer deeper physical and emotional effects from their former lives. These dogs may require extensive  
veterinary care and/or psychological rehabilitation. Nurturing them often takes many months, sometimes longer. We are deeply 
committed to these dogs and are entirely successful in their restoration to health and eventual placement.  

Within this group of seriously affected dogs are those whose grave lack of socialization in their former lives causes them to bite. They 
are in desperate need of security, consistency, and, above all, love. They could rarely be given a chance in a conventional shelter setting;  
but, thanks to our intensive rehabilitation efforts, we are able to give them the time and expertise they need to find their courage 
and learn to trust.

Early in 2014, we developed a more structured and rigorous rehabilitation program for highly fearful dogs. Within the first week following  
rescue, our rehabilitation team evaluates each dog’s needs, separating out those that require the greatest degree of intervention. These 
dogs are placed on “rehab hold” and are not available for adoption. They are given red collars, signifying that only rehabilitation team 
members may handle them. Three team members are assigned to each dog. Working together, they create individualized care plans 
that include setting reasonable goals and documenting progress daily.

The process begins with regular visits. Initially, the team members may simply sit and read in the kennel run, helping the dogs become  
accustomed to the presence of people in close proximity. After a few visits, they may begin tossing high-value food items, such as 
chicken or hot dogs, into the kennel, or they will hand-feed meals if the dog allows.  

Dogs that exhibit the most fear may need weeks before they even seek an outstretched hand or permit a gentle touch. Our team persists, 
allowing them all the time they need to become comfortable with human interaction.

When the dogs have made measurable progress, they are taken out in the sunshine to play yards for supervised socialization and 
leash-walk practice. The team often pairs the rehabilitation dogs with well-adjusted dogs to model appropriate behavior. 

Additional innovations in our program last year fall into the emerging category in animal rehabilitation called “sensory enrichment.” 
Among the changes we introduced were:    

•	 Carrying small dogs around the kennel in over-the-shoulder pouches. The dogs are exposed to different  
environments, people, noises and conversations, but feel safe while becoming desensitized. 

•	 Scheduling observation-only appointments in the grooming area to get them  
accustomed to the smells and sounds. After several such appointments, the  
dogs may allow themselves to be brushed. Only when they are ready do  
we progress to bathing and haircuts.

•	 Playing soft music and using aromatherapy to help create as calm an 
atmosphere as is possible in the kennel environment. 

Above: Rehab team member Amber works on 
socialization skills in the play yard.

Right: Once his chores on the cleaning team are finished, 
volunteer Ken never misses his walks with Raven. 7
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Although progress can be painfully slow, each small step forward is a miracle unfolding before our eyes. It is an inexplicable joy to witness 
healing and growth in all of our dogs, but the most fearful ones bring tears to our eyes each and every time. 

Through years of experience working with our dogs, our rehabilitation team stands out as among the most knowledgeable, patient, 
caring and successful group of caregivers anywhere.

In 2014, 145 dogs went through our rehabilitation program. At year’s end, 10 were still enrolled, while 135 had graduated and moved  
on to forever homes. 

Rehabilitative services also take place in our network of foster homes. Moving dogs away from the stresses of kennel life and into the 
home environment often allows for a quicker healing process. Our highly skilled foster caregivers are an integral part of our program. 
They teach our dogs all about being a family pet, from housetraining, stairway navigation and leash walking to car rides and social 
experiences with humans and other dogs.

Foster caregivers, as well as new adopters, continued to rely last year on the advice of two important volunteers—our rehabilitation 
team leader and a certified animal behavior consultant. Each donated hundreds of hours to help maintain and improve our 
rehabilitation program. 

The successful efforts of our rehabilitation team and foster caregivers demonstrate that every life has value; and that with time, patience,  
knowledge and love, we can help even those dogs that have suffered the most severe emotional damage become well-adjusted 
companions in the right homes.    

A Grim Tale
with a happy ever after

The young shih tzu was nearly unrecognizable—underweight, filthy, covered in huge 
matted knots, and with chronic infections and a fractured jaw. Brought to an 

Arkansas veterinary hospital by Animal Control, he had been surrendered by his 
owner. His antisocial behavior was a testament to the neglect and abuse he’d 

endured. Traumatized and reactive toward humans, he couldn’t be safely 
handled without gloves. 

It was one of the worst cases of abuse the veterinarian had ever seen, and she 
could think of only one rescue group that might be able to help him. The call 
was placed; and, without hesitation, Theresa Strader said, “Of course we’ll take 
him!” In May 2014, Grimlin found himself in a van headed for Colorado. 

Grimlin, aka Gremmy, quickly became a kennel favorite. How could anyone 
resist his sad yet hopeful eyes? Over the next several months, thanks to our 

rehab team, he went from trying to attack anyone near him to doing an excited 
dance when someone approached with a treat. 

By September, Gremmy was ready for foster care. Volunteers Jamye and Larry had 
been watching his progress and applied to foster him. He met their dogs and did 

well, so home with them he went. 

After a week, Gremmy was walking on a leash, going out with ‘the pack’ to potty, and letting  
Jamye pet him. After another week, he wagged his tail, asked for scratches, and slept on Larry’s 
chest. Only later did they learn the full extent of the abuse he had suffered, and their hearts 
ached for what he had endured. 

By October, Gremmy’s fractured jaw had healed, and medications were helping with the pain 
from calcified discs in his spine. Still, he needed to be treated with care. But his prognosis was 
good and his behaviors also improved dramatically. 

By this time, Gremmy had wiggled his way into his foster family’s hearts, and they joined the ranks 
of ‘foster failures’ by adopting him. Gremmy had what every dog deserves—a loving family. His 
journey took him from being abused, neglected, and unloved to becoming a cherished family 
member. Grimlin knows what it is to love and be loved ... and he will for the rest of his days.     

Above left: Grimlin’s intake photo at Animal Control. Center: Grimlin today. Bottom left: Grimlin (upper 
left) and his adoptive family, including adopted NMDR rescues Ripley (center) and Bugsy (right), and 
NMDR foster sister Nami (standing).

Grimlin
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Veterinary Care
Our veterinary care program is among our  
greatest prides. 

Our outstanding in-house team is led 
by Dr. Michele Robinson, with part-time 
service from Dr. Courtney McDonald and  
Dr. Meghan Holcombe. Ancillary staff 
typically includes three veterinary 
technicians and one veterinary assistant.

Because of the horrific conditions often 
seen in our dogs, they have become 
experts in intricate and extensive surgical 
and dental procedures. They take 
immaculate care of our dogs. 

Conditions dealt with frequently include: pyometra, injured and infected eyes, ears scarred from prolonged untreated infections, 
parasite infestation, leg and foot deformities, blindness, deafness, hernias, mammary tumors, other cancers, decayed, infected teeth 
and rotted gums.  

We also call regularly on many private-practice veterinarians for treatment of the most severely ill and injured dogs or those with 
conditions that require specialized diagnostic and/or surgical care. Last year, almost one-third of our dogs benefited from the skill 
and expertise of the following veterinarians. We are eternally grateful to them for helping save so many lives:   

Powers Pet Emergency & Specialty,  
Colorado Springs: 
•	 Dr. Lee Wilwering
•	 Dr. David Glover
•	 Dr. Debra Van Houten
•	 Dr. Shayna Warner
•	 Dr. Jennifer Price
•	 Dr. Justin Milizio
•	 Dr. Jennifer Rainey
•	 Dr. Mark Finke
•	 Dr. Carrie Loesch
•	 Dr. Barbara Rose
•	 Dr. Julie Hesse
•	 Dr. Heidi Servi

North Academy Veterinary Hospital, 
Colorado Springs:
•	 Dr. William Tuthill
•	 Dr. Megan Pansiera
•	 Dr. Laura Birkholz 
•	 Dr. Kristen Hehn 
•	 Dr. John Adams

Black Forest Veterinary Clinic,  
Colorado Springs:
•	 Dr. Ted Mohr
•	 Dr. Rick Coufal
•	 Dr. Amy Mueller 

Colorado Canine Orthopedics,  
Colorado Springs
•	 Dr. Michael Bauer 

Rocky Mountain Veterinary Cardiology, 
Denver
•	 Dr. Jeremy Orr 

Rocky Mountain Veterinary Neurology, 
Denver
•	 Dr. Stephen Lane 

Veterinary Imaging Specialists,  
Colorado Springs
•	 Dr. Cody Laas 

Eye Specialists for Animals,  
Denver and Colorado Springs
•	 Dr. Steve Dugan

Animal Allergy and Dermatology, 
Colorado Springs
•	 Dr. Jackie Campbell  

9TrixieBenji

Molasses

and Dr. Robinson Bertha and vet tech Birgit
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adoptions 
showcasing our dogs
Our most effective tools for highlighting our available dogs—as 
many as 150 at any given time—are our website postings and 
social media platforms. Our volunteers post exceptional photos 
along with detailed biographies to introduce our dogs to the 
public. In addition to our own site, we post on petfinder.com, 
adoptapet.com, allpaws.com and petango.com. 

People also learn about us through media outreach, local and 
national news stories, and word of mouth. 

Our adoption fairs are another successful venue for matching dogs with lifelong families. Last year, we conducted an average of five per 
month at area businesses in Colorado Springs and as far north as Broomfield and Thornton, Colo. Our hardworking adoption-fair team 
handled all aspects of these events, from transport to set up and breakdown, care of the animals, and communication with the public. 

Much appreciation is extended to these adoption-fair host businesses: Bark at Briargate; Furry Friends on Hartsel; Kriser’s in Westminster; 
Whole Pets in Broomfield; Wag N Wash in Highlands Ranch, plus six Petco stores in Colorado Springs and one in Denver.  

the adoption process
In 2014, we combined the most effective elements of our adoption application and 
procedures with the best practices of other successful rescue organizations and fully 
updated our adoption process. The purpose was to improve efficiency and customer 
satisfaction, while maintaining a very high standard of quality and suitability in 
selecting our adoptive homes. 

Potential adopters are carefully screened through a thorough online application that 
includes questions about lifestyle, expectations, home environment, pets past and 
present, family members and more. This first step helps us determine how likely it  
is that an applicant could provide an appropriate home for a puppy mill survivor.  

Our adoptions team manager scrutinizes each application. Once applicants are  
approved, they are paired with volunteer counselors, who become their main 
contacts throughout the process. 

After the initial communication, the counselors send the applicants “Adopting a  
Puppy Mill Survivor,” a 48-page document that includes descriptions of behaviors that  
are common and sometimes difficult in our population of dogs. Because the information  
can be somewhat daunting, counselors are careful to explain that not every dog has every  
issue and that we offer post-adoption support to help manage these behaviors. 

Applicants who are not deterred by the need to housetrain, leash train and deal with fear responses or special needs move to the next 
step—a comprehensive phone interview. Counselors cover a variety of subjects that assist them in getting to know the applicants and 
their ability to meet the needs of our dogs. At the same time, the applicants have an opportunity to ask questions and learn about the 
possible challenges ahead.

If they appear to be a good match, counselors contact the veterinary references and request photos of the fenced yard and close-up 
photos of the gates. If at any point a counselor questions the suitability of the applicant, a home visit is scheduled.

Not only has the increased personal communication allowed us to better know each of our potential adopters, it has further decreased 
our already low return rate to less than 5 percent, and it has improved customer satisfaction.

Overcoming the behavioral challenges of some puppy mill survivors is certainly not for everyone. Our adoption process helps us and our 
applicants make the important decision as to whether one of our dogs is the right fit for them. Our goal is to ensure that through our 
very best efforts, we are selecting only the finest permanent, loving homes for our dogs. 

Top: Volunteer Tammy entertains adoptable dogs at an adoption fair.  
Center: Lauren came to adopt Ike and fell in love with Kathleen (now Calliope), too ... so she adopted them both!10
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Post-adoption 
behavior support
For six months following an adoption, 
our rehabilitation team leader and our 
animal behavior consultant provided 
free and expert guidance to help 
our adopters understand and correct 
problem behaviors that are common 
in mill dogs. Their efforts helped us 
continue a near perfect success rate 
in the adoptions of some of our most 
difficult dogs.

A Facebook Q & A group (“From Puppy Mill 
to Pet”) was created last year to offer support 
to mill dog adopters across the country. This 
social media platform provides an opportunity 
for guidance, resources and strategies on a 
number of topics, including:  

•	 Basic handling of puppy mill survivors
•	 Differences in each dog
•	 Gaining trust
•	 Housetraining and marking behaviors
•	 Leash walking
•	 Purpose of the crate and common misconceptions
•	 Establishing rules, boundaries and limits
•	 Benefits of taking the leadership role

By the end of 2014, “From Puppy Mill to Pet” had more than 1,000 members. It is invaluable to 
adopters who would otherwise have few places to turn for guidance.  

Post-adoption lost dog support
Years of confinement and minimal socialization leave many of our dogs fearful of people and unaccustomed to the sights and sounds 
of daily life. Consequently, most are considered flight risks. Once they get loose outside a fenced area, they either run nonstop or hide 
motionless, making it very difficult to retrieve them.

We provide careful instruction to our adopters on flight-risk behavior, and we provide 
each dog with a martingale (no-slip) collar and ID tag. We also provide written 
information about our lost dogs team. 

The team includes some of our most deeply committed volunteers. When we 
receive a call that one of our dogs has escaped from home, they mobilize on a 
moment’s notice.  

The team has a well-organized approach that includes a list of duties for each member.  
Among the variety of strategies utilized are the following: Create, mass-produce and hang  
fliers, mobilize volunteers to the search area, handle sighting calls, maintain updates 
through group text alerts, generate social media blasts, set live traps, alert local shelters,  
and, when needed, implement the use of wildlife cameras. One team member 
serves as the primary contact with the missing dog’s family, providing up-to-date 
information and emotional support.

Team members are often out day and night, searching neighborhoods and wooded 
areas, handing out fliers, talking to mail carriers and police officers, knocking 
on doors—whatever it takes to spread the word and recover the dog. 11

Devin
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This team never gives up. As a result, the majority of lost dogs are 
safely found within the first 48 hours. A few have been recovered 
after being missing for weeks; two after being missing for months. 

Once a dog is found, the team discusses all aspects of the search 
effort—what tactics worked best, what they learned from that 
search and how to improve their efforts in the future. They keep  
a tracking report of causes for the escapes, in order to improve  
the advice that is offered to adopters in the future. 

Due to the knowledge, dedication and quick response of the lost 
dogs team, in 2014 our live-find rate was close to 90 percent. This 
remarkable success rate, given the population of dogs we serve, is 
a clear example of how seriously we take our lifelong commitment 
to the future happiness and well-being of every dog we rescue. 

An Incredible Journey
foster mom goes the distance to save lost and frightened dog

When volunteer Cheryl Cosky learned in December that her former foster dog, Leona, 
was lost from her home in Oregon, she didn’t hesitate. She boarded a plane. She had 
to help find the little dog, whom she loved so much and understood so well. 

Cheryl arrived amidst a blinding snowstorm. 
Meanwhile, Leona was out there somewhere, 
frightened and alone. She’d been with new 
owners Christina and Scott only 11 hours 
when she’d slipped her harness and escaped. 
They said she’d been spotted earlier about  
a mile away and had circled back to a field 
near the house, but she wouldn’t let anyone 
come near.  

Cheryl called out, hoping a familiar voice 
would encourage her. But Leona panicked 
and ran again. Cheryl took off on foot. After 
two hours, the driving snow and dropping 
temperatures caused her to turn back ... but 
not to give up.

Together with Christina and Scott, she implemented Plan B. 
They bought a humane trap. Cheryl lined it with her own 
sweatshirt, and Christina added savory meat and treats. Scott 
rigged a spotlight and put everything in place. With daylight 
fading and the temperature only 8 degrees above zero, the 
situation was dangerous. They worried and waited through  
several anxious hours.  

It was midnight when the trap suddenly snapped shut. Leona  
was inside, wet and shivering but safe. Cheryl lifted her out and  
held her close. Christina gathered warm blankets. Everybody 
cried with relief. Gradually, Leona gave up her fear, leaned into 
Cheryl’s embrace and relaxed in her loving arms.       

To read the full story of Cheryl’s journey to help Leona, visit:  
http://milldogrescue.org/foster-mom-goes-the-distance/12

An exhausted and relieved Leona 
basks in the safety and warmth 

of home ... and her bed.

An exhausted and relieved Leona 
basks in the safety and warmth 

of home ... and her bed.

Home safe and back in the 
arms of Christina and Scott

Cheryl and Leona’s 
happy reunion

Cheryl and Leona’s 
happy reunion

Weather doesn’t deter the lost  
dogs team. Here, Eileen (L)  

and Christi (R)  place food  
in a humane trap to  

lure a skittish and  
hungry dog missing  

for several days.  
The dog was  

ultimately  
found safe.  
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education and outreach 
Educating the public is critical to our mission. It is the long-term solution to bringing about change in the commercial dog-breeding industry.

Over the years, we have found that our rescued dogs themselves and the publicity generated about them are the best ways to capture 
the attention of the unaware public. From there, we inform everyone willing to listen. Together with other local and national groups, we 
are making a difference. Although there remains much room for improvement, we have seen positive changes over the past two years. 
We are hopeful.

We conducted an impressive outreach program in 2014, reaching thousands of people through traditional and social media, as well 
as through service groups, school programs, Scout troops, special events, open houses and adoption fairs. We enjoyed TV and radio 
coverage in Colorado Springs and had stories published nationally in newspapers, magazines and online. A few highlights follow:  

•	 Executive Director Theresa Strader was featured in “Woman’s World,” a weekly magazine displayed on news stands throughout the 
country. She was a Murphy-Goode Winery “Meet our Heroes” winner for September. And, she was chosen as one of “10 Amazing 
Women” by One Green Planet, an online guide that focuses on helping people, animals and the environment. 

•	 In October, Theresa spoke to several hundred guests at a Colorado Springs theater as part of an all-day TEDx event. (TED is a national  
nonprofit devoted to sharing ideas worth spreading.) Her talk, entitled “Choose to Start,” can be viewed on our website, our Facebook 
page and at tedxtalks.ted.com. Also in October, she gave the keynote address at the annual conference of the Iowa Federation of 
Humane Societies.

•	 In December, KXRM-TV, FOX21 in Colorado Springs produced a 30-second public service announcement for us that aired 100 times.

Our social media platforms, which grew substantially during the year, were by far our most powerful tools for reaching the public. Our  
talented social media team continued its focus on Facebook, growing from 81,000 to more than 302,000 fans. Our average 
engagement rate far exceeded all measures of a successful page; and, by the end of the year, our average reach exceeded 2 million 
people per week, up from 1 million in 2013. 

Our other platforms, including Google+, Pinterest, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram, also experienced significant growth. The public’s response  
to our postings is a direct reflection of the educational opportunity that social media provides. 

Our website, milldogrescue.org, includes available dogs, inspirational stories from our  bloggers, as well as up-to-date news about our 
organization and information that potential adopters need to know about puppy mill survivors.  

13
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Harley and Teddy, two hardworking puppy mill survivors and tireless supporters of our 
mission, helped spread the word all year about the way dogs are treated in the mills. 
People are genuinely captivated by these two little guys and follow their antics and 
insights every day. They are excellent educators! By the end of the year, they had a 
Facebook fan base of nearly 90,000. 

Harley was on the cover of the fall issue of “Modern Dog” magazine, he became the 
face of Dog.com, and he was selected as Mr. September in “Fido Friendly” magazine’s 
2015 calendar. He also won the highly publicized Barkies Award for the “dog who 
helped the most dogs.”  

Through their social media, Harley and Teddy shared educational information about 
puppy mills, humorous anecdotes about their daily lives and stories from the road 
when they went along on our “Harley to the Rescue” campaigns. 

The two worked tirelessly at dozens of public appearances, educating 
their friends and fans and spreading the message to Adopt, Don’t Shop! 

In June, City Star Brewing in Berthoud, Colo. hosted the second annual 
Hops and Harley festival. This fun, family-oriented and dog-friendly 
event drew thousands of supporters to honor Harley and raised more 
than $14,000.  

A unique fundraising campaign created during the year was “Flat 
Teddy.” For any donation, supporters received a digital image of 
Teddy and were asked to take him to places in their home towns or 
on their vacations, thus extending our reach even further. Flat Teddy 

traveled around the world, 
posted hundreds of photos 
on Facebook and raised 
$7,000 to help save more 
dogs from puppy mills. 

Now ages 14 and 10 (rescued 
at 10 and 7), Harley and 
Teddy are fortunate to live 
in wonderful homes where 
their loving families support 
their ideals.

dogs saVIng dogs
Harley & Teddy
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Corporate support for events 
In addition to the businesses that hosted adoption fairs, the following companies allowed 
us to participate in their events, sponsored events that highlighted our organization or 
held fundraisers where a portion of proceeds were donated to us. (Unless indicated, these  
businesses and organizations are located in Colorado Springs.) We are enormously 
grateful for their support and generosity. 

•	 Ashley Photography
•	 Bark at Briargate
•	 Bark Bar, Denver
•	 Barker Days in Parker
•	 California Pizza Kitchen, Briargate
•	 Cheers Liquor
•	 City Star Brewing
•	 Color Me Mine
•	 Colorado Springs Festival of Lights Parade 
•	 Daniels Long Chevrolet
•	 Diva Doggie Treats
•	 Dog Days of Summer, Acacia Park
•	 Ducky Derby Days
•	 Fox21-TV
•	 Furry Friends
•	 Happy Mango Beads
•	 Joint Effort Rehabilitation
•	 KRDO-TV
•	 Krisers, Westminster
•	 Lucha Cantina
•	 Murphy-Goode Winery
•	 Overkill Evolution

•	 Peace with Christ Lutheran Church
•	 Pet Pizzaz
•	 Petco (7 locations including Northglenn) 
•	 Petsmart, Denver
•	 Phil Long Ford
•	 Photo Love Bus
•	 Republic of Paws
•	 Rescue Rally
•	 Rescue Roundup
•	 Riley’s Organics
•	 Rocky Mountain Dinosaur Resource Center
•	 Savage Racing
•	 Scottish Festival, Highlands Ranch
•	 St. Paws
•	 Stargazers Theatre
•	 Sweetwater Texas Performing Arts Center
•	 TEDx
•	 Texas Roadhouse, Monument & Parker
•	 Thorntonfest
•	 Wag N Wash, Highlands Ranch
•	 Whole Foods on North Academy
•	 Whole Pets, Broomfield

15
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Volunteers 
Beyond the scope of our mission, we have experienced an unforeseen, inspiring human 
benefit, bringing people together from all walks of life with one thing in common—a 
great love of dogs and a desire to take part in their healing. Most of these people’s paths 
would likely never have crossed, but our work brings them together and our dogs’ needs 
give them a purpose.

At the end of last year, there were more than 1,100 individuals on our active roster. In excess 
of 36,000 volunteer hours were recorded. Their donated time saved us the equivalent of 
50 or more paid employees.   

Working under the guidance of team leaders, they achieved remarkable feats in a variety 
of areas: making long trips to rescue the dogs, helping with intake and rehabilitation, 
kennel cleaning, feeding, grooming, exercising and socializing, providing transport to 
veterinary appointments, fostering dogs, organizing adoption fairs and special events, 
undertaking facilities projects, fundraising, maintaining our website, growing our social 
media presence, and much, much more. 

They also helped coordinate group volunteer 
projects for Air Force Academy cadets, local 
students, disabled youth, senior citizens, 
company employee groups, Boy and Girl 
Scouts and college students. 

Simply stated, our volunteers are the lifeblood 
of National Mill Dog Rescue. Without 
them, we would never have succeeded in 
becoming the organization we are today. 
They continually demonstrate unparalleled 
dedication to our dogs 
and an unwavering 
commitment to our 
mission. Our gratitude 
is boundless.

16 Above: Clockwise–volunteers Bridget (with Eleanor, adopted from NMDR), 
Susan and Anna spread awareness of puppy mills at an adoption fair.
Left: Volunteers Zachary and Amber spruce things up outside the kennel.

Volunteer Jeni  
welcomes Dustin to freedom

Volunteer Jeni  
welcomes Dustin to freedom

Theresa administers treatment to Sassy at  
intake, with assistance from volunteer Meghan
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Puppy kisses for 
grooming team 

leader Pam
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Financial report 
Compassionate individuals who care about our work make up 50 percent of our donor base. They range from a handful who have the 
means to support us generously down to those who can only drop spare change in our donation canisters. We feel incredibly fortunate 
to receive every gift, large and small, and to have such a wide range of support from people all across the country.  

To supplement individual donations, we apply for grants, enter corporate contests, and hold online and in-person fundraisers throughout 
the year. The Tailwagger’s Ball in Colorado Springs, the online Pawsome Auction, and Hops & Harley in Berthoud, Colo., are examples of 
three successful events in 2014.

For the first time, we qualified as one of 1,500 Colorado charities eligible to receive donations through Colorado Gives, a program of the 
Community First Foundation. Approved organizations must meet rigorous standards for operational quality and accountability. Nearly 
$25,000 in contributions came our way from people who chose to make charitable gifts through ColoradoGives.org.  

Last summer, through the extraordinary generosity of a loyal supporter, an enthusiastic response from our fans and a discount from the 
Phil Long Ford dealership, we were able to purchase a new 15-passenger van. Already a seasoned traveler by the end of the year, the van 
has proven to be a vital asset to our rescue efforts. 

The combined support from all sources last year made possible the very best care for our dogs. They always have and always will come 
first. But we were also able to finally update and automate several of our back-end tracking and management systems and to  make 
essential improvements to our kennel facility.  

2014 income
$1,464,996

2014 expenses
($1,023,994)
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our Kennel Facility 
We purchased Lily’s Haven in 2010 to meet our rapidly growing needs. This 11,000-square-
foot former boarding kennel came with 50 indoor/outdoor runs. Shortly after purchase, a 
two-room medical suite, grooming area and several spacious play yards were added.  

In addition to the main kennel, the attached arena room accommodates 20 to 30 dogs, 
is large enough for group gatherings, has a pet-supply area, gift shop and private get-
acquainted rooms.

In 2014, we made several renovations that were focused on upgrading accommodations 
for our dogs and creating a more welcoming and functional environment for visitors. 
Following are the most significant of these improvements: 

•	 Concrete poured throughout entire  
 reception area
•	 Three indoor socializing/meet and 
 greet rooms constructed
•	 Four post-operative recovery 
 kennels installed
•	 A separate studio constructed for 
 photographing our dogs
•	 Three outdoor covered and concreted 
 kennel areas added
•	 Electrical wiring upgraded throughout  
 the entire facility
•	 Security fencing installed around the 
 entire property
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Socialization/meet and greet roomsSocialization/meet and greet rooms

Covered and concreted outdoor kennels Covered and concreted outdoor kennels 

Photography studioPhotography studio

Heating elements were installed under the 
new kennel floor prior to adding concrete

Heating elements were installed under the 
new kennel floor prior to adding concrete

Grant’s House was built from a 
converted shed to provide spacious 

indoor and outdoor living quarters for 
a large dog. It was named for Grant, a 

gentle giant and beloved long-term  
resident at Lily’s Haven. 
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Post-op recovery kennelsPost-op recovery kennels
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Board of directors 
The board of directors extends its heartfelt appreciation to everyone who helped 
make 2014 an extremely successful year. We are deeply grateful to all who made cash 
contributions, in-kind donations, and to all those who devoted countless hours in 
rescuing, nurturing, medically treating, fostering and finding homes for so many precious 
puppy mill survivors. 

Equally important to saving the dogs, of course, is telling the story. We applaud each and 
every person who helped grow our army of advocates by getting our message out. 

All of us working together are making a tremendous difference for the dogs. Thank you. 

For the dogs, 
Chuck Dahle, Chairman
Dr. Chris Thornton, Secretary
Richard Strader, Treasurer 
Helen Freeman, Member
Kim Lehmann, Member 
Dee Ruppert, Member
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Website:  milldogrescue.org
Voicemail:  (719) 495-7679
toll Free:  (888) 495-DOGS
e-mail:  info@milldogrescue.org

Lily’s haven:
5335 J.D. Johnson Road
Peyton, CO 80831-7316 

mailing address:
National Mill Dog Rescue
P.O. Box 88468
Colorado Springs, CO 80908

Help save more dogs like Rocky by 
making a secure online donation at 
milldogrescue.org

Rocky was 14, malnourished, and nothing but skin and bones when his breeder discarded him like a piece of trash. 
Found in a field adjacent to a Midwest puppy mill, he was within hours of dying from starvation. With no use of his 
back legs due to a lifetime of living in a cage, he dragged himself through the weeds with an instinctive need for 
survival. Fate intervened when a kind-hearted person noticed him, picked him up and carried him to safety. National 
Mill Dog Rescue was notified and Rocky’s new life began. 

At the adoption fair, Jeff spotted him first ... he knew Rocky needed what he and Kim could give him. Jeff lay down on 
the ground, and Rocky crawled onto his chest. Somehow he knew that this was his destiny. Once in Kim’s lap for the 
ride home, “Rocky was all Kim’s,” Jeff told us with a chuckle, and the two were inseparable from that point on. 

Rocky made the most of his second chance. This brave little dog lived another six years, because a loving family 
chose to look beyond his age, appearance and physical challenges. In 2014, at the age of 20, Little Guy, as he was 
affectionately known, crossed the Rainbow Bridge, but not before teaching so many about puppy mills ... and about 
unconditional love. 

Rocky’s story underscores what we already know—that love knows no age limit, and age is just a number. His family 
says that the love they received from Rocky and the joyful way he lived his life was far beyond anything they could 
have imagined when they chose to adopt him. 

Rocky How someone’s trash became a family’s treasure

Rocky shortly after rescue:  
The sweet sleep of freedom


